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Cooking with Olive Oil
Whether you drizzle it over salads and
breads or use it in cooking, olive oil is a
magical ingredient that enhances food,
soothes sharp tastes, and provides an extra
richness during or after cooking. This
enticing book offers a selection of classic
olive oil recipes, taken from the countries
that have produced it for centuries, along
with detailed information on the healthy
benefits of olive oil.

Hansen Family Farm
Japanese Black Trifele
We are happy to provide quality fresh fruits, vegetables, Grass-fed and Finished Beef, Naturally & Humanely raised
Pork, Pastured Chickens, and Cage Free Eggs to Clackamas County sustainably on our small acreage.
We strive to provide vegetables that grow well in our climate ensuring the best tasting local food available. We prefer to
grow old-fashioned and rare varieties of vegetables believing that they are the best to offer but do also grow a very
select, few varieties of hybrids, but they are counted on one hand! Much of what we grow, we save the seed of every
year and re-offer it to members of the Seed Savers Exchange.
We thank all of you, the “locavores”, food enthusiasts, market goers, and home chefs for making our goal of fresh, local,
fruits and veggies sustainably a reality.
Latest News....
Phil and Christie Hansen
2015 is off to a great start! We are looking forward to what this year has to offer!
All our efforts are gearing up to get the growing season started...from ordering/starting/transplanting seeds, planning
rotation crops for the fields, cleaning the greenhouses and field equipment, and clearing the fields! There is not a dull
day here on the farm!
Planning for garden start varieties is in full swing also. This year we will be offering many of our favorite heirlooms,
open-pollinated, and hybrid varieties that we have grown for the past 10+ years as well as many new-to-us varieties. We
are diligent to not purchase, offer or grow GMO seeds or food.
Our mix of garden starts includes many different varieties of tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers, ground cherries,
pumpkins, melons, flowers and other great things for your garden! Most, if not all, varieties are tried and true for our
Pacific Northwest valley climate. Check out the Garden Start page for a printable list of varieties available. Or go
directly to a specific list at our Tomato, Pepper, and Other garden start pages.
We grew over 100 heirloom/open-pollinated Pepper varieties and 125+ varieties of heirloom/open-pollinated Tomatoes
in 2014! Not counting the numerous other garden necessities like heirloom flowers, cucumbers, summer and winter
squash, herbs, and melons amongst other rare and hard to find vegetables! In 2015 we will continue with the tradition
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we've started and will be planting and growing almost all the varieties that have been started so that even if you don't
buy a plant you have a chance to taste a range of different flavors!
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Is Cooking With Olive Oil Healthy? - Olive Oil Times Most importantly, the main difference between using olive oil
as opposed to refined vegetable oils is its aroma and taste. Olive oil is not just a cooking oil it is an Dispelling the
Myths of Frying with Olive Oil - Olive Oil Times One of the questions we are asked most often is what happens when
olive oil is heated and/or used for frying. The important thing about cooking with any oil Cooking With Olive Oil The
Olive Oil Source Nov 7, 2012 You can enjoy the health benefits of cooking with olive oil, even with high-temperature
methods such as frying and sauteing. Myth Buster: Olive Oil is One of the Safest Oils for Frying and Cooking Mar
24, 2015 Its common to hear that olive oil shouldnt be subjected to high-heat cooking applications like deep frying and
searing because of its low smoke Why olive oil should be kept out of the frying pan - Telegraph Sep 23, 2016
Before you start cooking with olive oil, it is a good idea to taste it, much like you would taste wine. Use only about a
tablespoon of oil, swirl, Olive Oil Recipes - California Olive Ranch Welcome to our recipe collection featuring extra
virgin olive oil. View our recipes by scrolling through the images grouped by category or by using our category Ask the
Diet Doctor: Cooking with Olive Oil Shape Magazine Cooking with olive oil is a popular topic. In the chapters
below, we have attempted to answer common questions, provide some advice that we hope you will find 10 Of The
Healthiest Cooking Oils, Explained SELF May 19, 2017 cooking with olive oil Olives are one of the oldest foods
known to man and are thought to have originated in Crete or Syria some 6000 years 5 Reasons to STOP Cooking with
Olive Oil - Savory Lotus Did you know that heating olive oil destroys many of its heart-healthy properties? Why You
Shouldnt Always Cook with Olive Oil - EatingWell Discover just some of the benefits of olive oil to help you make
the switch to a better diet. 7 health benefits of using olive oil in your recipes. Olive oil, especially Cooking With Olive
Oil: Should You Fry and Sear in It or Not Part 1 went over all the health benefits of olive oil. This week, were
covering the practical side: buying and cooking with this poster child for healthy fat. How To Cook With Olive Oil Ultimate Guide to Olive Oil - Food Aug 10, 2016 Oils, oils, oils. When it comes to cooking oils, there are oh so many
to choose from. Yes, we all know and love olive oil, but its definitely not the Incredible Benefits of Olive Oil: Why it
is Good for You - NDTV Food Jul 16, 2014 With scientists advising against cooking with olive oil - it is claimed to
produce toxic chemicals when heated - what should you use instead? Why You Shouldnt Always Cook with Olive Oil
(Page 2) - EatingWell Sep 15, 2012 A friend was recently told by her GP that she should not cook with olive oil
because, he claimed, it becomes toxic when heated. In our house Cooking with Olive Oil: Yay or Nay? - The Healthy
Home Economist Heating Olive Oil The Olive Oil Source Find out when you should skip olive oil and what to
choose instead. For the longest time, the only oil I bought was extra-virgin olive oil. After all, its high in heart-healthy
antioxidants called polyphenols and monounsaturated fats, which can help lower bad LDL cholesterol and raise good
HDL cholesterol levels. Cooking with Olive Oil The Olive Oil Source Jul 22, 2015 Youve probably heard that olive
oil is great for drizzling and dressing, but bad for high-heat cooking like sauteing and roasting. Maybe youve Is it Safe
to Cook with Olive Oil? - Chris Kresser How To Cook With Olive Oil - Learning how to cook with olive oil isnt just
making salad dressings. Learn how to bake with olive oil and add it to your favorite foods. Cooking With Olive Oil
Welcome to our recipe collection featuring extra virgin olive oil. View our recipes by scrolling through the images
grouped by category or by using our category Is it safe to cook with olive oil? Science or not? Aug 2, 2013 12 Things
You Shouldnt Be Cooking With Olive Oil. Get it hot enough to sear meat or roast veggies and theres tons of smoke,
your food tastes 7 health benefits of using olive oil in your recipes BBC Good Food Even though we strongly
recommend the inclusion of extra-virgin olive oil (EVOO) in most meal plansand average 2 tablespoons per day in our
7-Day Myth 10: Cooking olive oil destroys its health benefits. - 10 Nutrition Dec 2, 2014 Olive oil is known for its
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health benefits, yet many Paleo experts say we shouldnt be cooking with it. Does olive oil stand up to the heat?Olive oil
Why We Avoid Cooking With Extra Virgin Olive Oil Mar 28, 2014 One of the most common myths perpetrated on
the Internet is that while olive oil is healthy, it should not be used for cooking or frying. The belief Buying and Cooking
with Olive Oil Paleo Leap Apr 6, 2016 A body of research shows that olive oil, and in particular extra virgin olive oil,
is a healthier choice when compared with other vegetable oils. Yes, Cooking With Olive Oil Is Perfectly Safe
HuffPost Olive oil has more monounsaturated fat than other oils, making it a great choice for heart-healthy cooking.
Find out the difference between extra-virgin olive oil Is it a Good Idea to Cook With Olive Oil? A Critical Look
Olive oil is a great oil for cooking. Strong flavored olive oils can be used for frying fish or other strong flavored
ingredients. A mellow late harvest Mission variety Is Cooking With Olive Oil Actually Dangerous? Prevention
Truth Even delicate extra-virgin oils can take the heat without sacrificing one has been kicking around ever since olive
oil became a good fat: Jun 4, 2017 This article takes a detailed look at the cooking properties of olive oil. Many studies
show that it is actually fairly resistant to heat.
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